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Abstract
Background: Lumbar interbody fusion (IF) is a commonprocedure to fuse
the anterior spine. However, a lack of consensus on image-based fusion
assessment limits the validity and comparison of IF studies. This systematic
reviewaims to (1) report on IF assessment strategies anddefinitions and (2)
summarize available literature on the diagnostic reliability and accuracy of
these assessments.

Methods: Two searches were performed according to the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses guidelines.
Search 1 identified studies on adult lumbar IF that provided a detailed
description of image-based fusion assessment. Search 2 analyzed studies
on the reliability of specific fusion criteria/classifications and the accuracy
assessed with surgical exploration.

Results: A total of 442 studies were included for search 1 and 8 studies for
search 2. Fusion assessment throughout the literature was highly variable.
Eighteen definitions and more than 250 unique fusion assessment
methods were identified. The criteria that showed most consistent use
were continuity of bony bridging, radiolucency around the cage, and
angularmotion,5°. However, reliability and accuracy studieswere scarce.

Conclusion: This review highlights the challenges in reaching consensus
on IF assessment. The variability in IF assessment is very high, which limits
the translatability of studies. Accuracy studies are needed to guide
innovations of assessment. Future IF assessment strategies should focus
on the standardization of computed tomography–based continuity of
bony bridging. Knowledge from preclinical and imaging studies can add
valuable information to this ongoing discussion.

Level of Evidence: Diagnostic Level III. See Instructions for Authors for a
complete description of levels of evidence.

I
nterbody fusion (IF) is a commonly
performed surgical technique in the
lumbar spine that has increased in
popularity in recent years1-3. Dur-

ing an IF procedure, the intervertebral disk

is removed and replaced with an IF cage or
graft to promote bony fusion. Image-based
fusion assessment is a commonly used
primary outcome in IF studies4,5 but is
challenging for several reasons. Currently
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no widely accepted definition of fusion
exists. Fusion is defined formally as
“fusion of bones across a joint space by
surgical means, which eliminates move-
ment,”6 but this definition lacks quan-
titative cutoffs, resulting in variable
interpretations7,8. In addition, imaging
limitations compounded by imaging
artefacts from cage and graft materials
complicate fusion assessment9,10. The
lack of consensus for image-based fusion
assessment may lead to methodological
variations between studies, potentially
limiting the relevance, and generaliz-
ability of their results. Although previ-
ous reviews have provided a general
discussion of the existing imaging
modalities5,11,12, systematic reviews of
image-based fusion criteria are lacking,
adding another potential source of var-
iation between studies.

This systematic review aims (1)
to document what modalities, fusion
definitions, and criteria/classifications
are used for lumbar IF assessment and
(2) to report the available evidence for
diagnostic reliability (interobserver
and intraobserver variation) and
accuracy (compared with surgical
exploration).

Methods
This systematic review was performed
according to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews andMeta-
analyses (PRISMA) guidelines13 and
involved 2 searches to cover both aims.
The first search served to generate
a database on current image-based
fusion assessment methods of clinical
studies after thoracolumbar and lumbar
spine (T10-S1) IF. The second search
identified diagnostic reliability and
accuracy studies on fusion criteria and
classifications.

Literature Search
Medline and Embase databases were
searched from 1946 until November
2018 (search 1) and November 2021
(search 2). Additional articles were
searched in the Cochrane databases
for search 1 and by bibliography
screening of relevant systematic
reviews for search 2. Only articles
written in English, German, or French
were selected. Combinations of search
terms related to the keywords listed
in Figure 1 were used to create 2
databases (see Appendix A for the
search string).

For both searches, 2 reviewers
(A.A.A.D., A.M.L.) independently
screened titles/abstracts using Rayyan,
and full-texts for eligibility according to
the inclusion and exclusion criteria
reported in Figure 1 using Zotero (ver-
sion 5; Corporation for Digital Schol-
arship). Disagreement was resolved
through discussion, or a third review
author was consulted (F.C.O.).

Risk of Bias Assessment
Two reviewers (A.A.A.D., A.M.L., and/
or P.R.v.U.) independently assessed risk
of bias for the studies included in search
2, using the Quality Appraisal of Relia-
bility Studies (QAREL) and Quality
Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy
Studies-2 (QUADAS-2) checklists, de-
pending on the study outcome. Risk of
bias was deemed high for reliability
studies if less than 60% of QAREL sig-
naling questions were answered “yes”
and for accuracy studies ifmore than2 of
the QUADAS-2 signaling questions
were answered “no” or “unclear.”

Data Extraction
Articles in search 1 were analyzed for (1)
study characteristics including study

Fig. 1

Keywords, inclusion and exclusion criteria used for the search string of search 1 (left) and for search 2 (right). CT5 computed tomography, DDD5
degenerative disk disease, IF5 interbody fusion, MRI5magnetic resonance imaging, PET5 positron electron emission tomography, PLF5
posterolateral fusion, and SPECT5 single-photon emission computed tomography.
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type, year of publication, number of
participants/segments, and surgical
details; (2) imaging modality; (3) fusion
criteria andcutoff; (4) follow-up time; and
(5) fusion outcomes. For search 2, we
analyzed (1) study type, (2) imaging
modality, (3) fusioncriteria andcutoff, (4)
surgical exploration technique, (5) relia-
bility parameters, and (6) accuracy com-
pared with surgical exploration. All data
weregatheredandcollected inanExcel file
by a paired team of 2 of 4 authors
(A.A.A.D., A.M.L., D.N., M.R.L.R.).

Data Analysis
The fusion criteria collected from search
1 were coded as “descriptive,” in case of a
pragmatic description of fusion not part
of a classification, and “classification,” in
case of a grading or scoring system. Fur-

thermore, all fusion criteria and cutoffs
were recoded based on their use in the
original article. Study characteristics and
the frequency of use for the modalities,
image-based fusion definitions, and
criteria/classifications were calculated as
absolute frequency (number of articles)
and relative frequency (% of all articles).

For the diagnostic reability studies
in search 2, the weighted Cohen k-value
for agreement between multiple obser-
vers and repeatedmeasures by 1observer
was collected. The k-values were in-
terpreted as none (k 0-0.20), minimal
(k 0.21-0.39), weak (k 0.40-0.59),
moderate (k 0.60-0.79), strong (k 0.80-
0.90), and almost perfect (k. 0.90)
agreement14. In case other measures for
reliability were used, the interpretation
of the articlewas used. For the diagnostic

accuracy studies, sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value, negative pre-
dictive value, positive and negative
likelihood ratios (LR1 and LR2),
prevalence of pseudoarthrosis, and
accuracy (percentage consistent with
surgical exploration) were calculated
from the contingency tables for fusion
criteria/classifications compared with
intraoperative findings. Pseudoarthrosis
was defined as a positive test result. To
allow for LR calculation in studies that
reported 100% sensitivity or specificity,
0.5 was added to all cells of the contin-
gency table to avoid division by 015.

Results
Literature Searches
Search 1 was performed in November
2018 and yielded 3,199 unique articles

Fig. 2

Study characteristics of included studies from search 1. ALIF5 anterior lumbar IF, IF5 interbody fusion, MI5minimally invasive, PLIF5 posterior
lumbar IF, and TLIF5 transformational lumbar IF.
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of which 830 were assessed for eligi-
bility. A total of 442 reported the
applied fusion method in detail and
were included for full-text analysis.
Sixty-eight articles were excluded spe-
cifically because the fusion assessment
methodwas not described. Search 2was
performed in July 2021 and yielded
290 unique studies of which 229 were
assessed for eligibility. A total of 8
studies were included for full-text
analysis, 5 studies that assessed relia-
bility and 3 studies that assessed both
reliability and accuracy based on sur-
gical exploration or histology. A
detailed description of both searches is
provided in the PRISMA flow diagram
in Appendix B.

Part 1: What Is Used for
Fusion Assessment
Study Characteristics
The first study of search 1 dated from
196816, and since the early 1990s, scien-
tific interest increased. Studies had either a
retrospective (58%), prospective (32%),
or unclear design (10%). Initially, the

proportion of prospective and retrospec-
tive studies was similar, but after 2008,
relatively more retrospective studies were
published reflecting the widespread clini-
cal use of IF. Study characteristics are
summarized in Figure 2. IF was mainly
performed through a posterior approach
(posterior lumbar IF or transformational
lumber IF). Most studies used a cage that
waspredominantly radiolucent among the
studies that reported the cage type. In76%
of studies, IF was supplemented with
posterior fixation. Study characteristics
were not always clearly described. The
study design, approach, supplementary
fixation, and/or implant/graft use were
unclear in 6% to 10% of articles. How-
ever, especially the radiographic cage
appearance (radiopaque/radiolucent) was
commonly unclear (44% of articles).

Imaging Modality
All studies used conventional radio-
graphs (CRs) (57%), dynamic radio-
graphs (53%), and/or computed
tomography (CT) scans (47%). The use
of different modalities changed over

time. Before 2013, almost half of the
articles used CR for fusion assessment
and less than 20% used CT scans. After
2013, CT scans were most often used
(36% of articles), but both CR (32%)
and dynamic radiographs (32%) re-
mained popular. Dynamic CT (experi-
mentally)17 and magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) (as standard practice)18

were used once for fusion assessment.
None of the included articles used
ultrasound, positron emission tomog-
raphy or single-photon emission CT.

Radiographic Definitions of IF
Studies defined image-based fusion as
positive signs of bony fusion and/or
absence of negative signs. Positive signs
consisted of continuity of bony bridging
and other signs of union (such as sentinel
sign and bone maturation) (Fig. 3).
Negative signs consisted of dynamic
measures of instability (angular motion
or translation), static measures of
instability (hardware failure and loss of
correction), radiolucency, and others
(such as cystic lesions of the endplate
and sclerosis of the endplate) (Fig. 3).
Studies most commonly assessed the
continuity of bony bridging (89%),
instability (71%), and radiolucency
(60%) (Table I). Two-thirds (65%) of
the articles described fusion with
descriptive criteria, 32% with a classi-
fication and 3% with a combination of
both. Eighteen radiographic IF defini-
tions were identified of which the 5
most prevalent are listed in Table I.

Descriptive Criteria and
Classifications
Fifty-seven descriptive fusion criteria
were identified. These are presented in
Figure 3. Criteria for continuity of bony
bridging and radiolucency were usually
qualitative. “Radiolucency,50%
around the cage” was the only quanti-
tative criterium that showed some con-
sistent use (35 articles). The dynamic
instability criteria were quantitative, but
many different cutoffs existed. Accept-
able translation ranged from 1.5 to
5mmand angularmotion from0 to 11°.
Of these criteria, angular motion of,5°

TABLE I Criteria for Assessing IF*

Criteria Used to Define IF No. of Articles (%)

1. Continuity of bony bridging 393 (89)

2. Signs of union† 142 (32)

3. Instability 313 (71)

a. Angular motion 135 (31)

b. Hardware failure 101 (23)

c. Loss of alignment 102 (23)

d. Translation 40 (9)

4. Radiolucency 266 (60)

a. Around the cage 229 (52)

b. Cleft in fusion mass 82 (19)

5. Signs of nonunion‡ 17 (4)

Most common pragmatic definitions of IF

1.Continuityofbonybridging/instability/radiolucency/
signs of union

95 (21)

2. Continuity of bony bridging/instability/radiolucency 87 (20)

3. Continuity of bony bridging/instability 81 (18)

4. Continuity of bony bridging 64 (14)

5. Instability/radiolucency 23 (6)

*IF5 interbody fusion
†Signsof union: blurringof theendplates, bonematuration, increasedbonedensity,mottling
of the graft (sign of vascularization), resorption of the anterior traction spur, sentinel sign
(continuous bone bridge anterior to the disk space), and trabecular structure in the graft.
‡Signs of nonunion: cystic lesions of the endplate, resorption of the bone graft, resorption of
the endplate, sclerosis of the endplate, and vacuum phenomenon.
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Fig. 3

Absolute frequency per used unique fusion criterion.
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showedmost consistent use (56 articles).
In 51 articles, a combination of transla-
tion, angular motion, and hardware
failure was used to define instability.
Continuity of bony bridging (in the disk
space) and radiolucency (around the
cage) were the only criteria used in more
than 75% of the studies.

Twenty-nine different classification
systems were identified. These classifica-
tions typically consisted of 3- to 5-point
scales or scorings. The anterior fusion
grades (grades I-IV) of Bridwell et al.19

and the 5-point scale (grades 1-5) devel-
oped by Brantigan and Steffee et al.20

weremost frequentlyused(Table II).The
Bridwell classification and Brantigan and
Steffee classificationwere based onCT in
16 and 8 articles, respectively, and on
radiographs in 22 and 12 articles. For
some classifications, various cutoff values
were used. For instance, both Bridwell
grade I (15articles) andgrades I and II (18
articles) could be considered fusion. In
addition, in 10% of the studies, a grade
describing an incomplete bony bridge

was considered “fused” if the radiolucent
gap around the cage was minimal. Clas-
sificationsmore often focused onpositive
signs of union, such as density and mat-
uration, as compared with the pragmatic
combinations of fusion criteria.

Overall, the descriptive criteria and
classifications were used in a total of 256
unique combinations. Only 20% of
these combinations were used in more
than 5 studies and 45%was used by only
a single article. Most frequently used
were bridging bone in the disk space (23
articles), the Bridwell anterior fusion
grading with fusion defined as grades I
and II (20 articles), and the Brantigan
and Steffee grading with fusion defined
as grades 4 and 5 (13 articles).

Part 2: Reliability and Accuracy of
Fusion Criteria and Classifications
Study Characteristics
Eight studies were included (7 human
and 1 animal). The study characteristics
are summarized inTable III. In total, the
reliability of 11 criteria and 3 classifica-

tionswas testedon4 imagingmodalities.
Accuracywasmeasured for 4 criteria and
1 classification on 3 modalities.

Risk of Bias Analysis
The risk of bias for accuracy studies
was low in 2 studies22,23 and high in
1 (Appendix C)24. None of the reliability
studiesmet the criteria for “high” quality.

Reliability
Seven studies assessed interobserver reli-
ability between observers for descriptive
criteria22,23,25-29 and 2 studies for
classifications24,29 (Table IV). Most
studies used k values. Other measures of
reliability were only reported inciden-
tally. Zhou et al. reported an intraclass
correlation coefficient for intraobserver
reliability of 0.90 (CI 0.85-0.93) for
radiolucency around the cage detected
from signal intensity measurements on
MRI, with an analysis interval of 6
months23.

Soriano Sánchez et al. measured
agreement between classification

TABLE II Most Used IF Classifications*

Bridwell anterior fusion grades19 (10% of articles)
Grade I Fused with remodeling and trabeculae
Grade II Graft intact, not fully remodeled and incorporated though. No lucencies
Grade III Graft intact, but a definite lucency at the top or bottom of the graft
Grade IV Definitely not fused with resorption of bone graft and with collapse

Brantigan and Steffee20 (5% of articles)
Grade 1 Obvious radiographic pseudoarthrosis: based on collapse of the construct, loss of disk height, vertebral slip, broken

screws, displacement of the carbon cage, or resorption of the bone graft
Grade 2 Probable radiographic pseudarthrosis: based on significant resorption of the bone graft, or a major lucency or gap

visible in the fusion area (2 mm or more around the entire periphery of the graft or cage)
Grade 3 Radiographic status uncertain: Bone graft is visible in the fusion area at approximately the density originally

achieved surgically. A small lucencyor gapmaybe visible involving just a portion of the fusion areawith at least half
of the graft area showing no lucency between the graft bone and the vertebral bone

Grade 4 Probable radiographic fusion: Bone bridges the entire fusion area with at least the density originally achieved at
surgery. No lucency between the donor bone and the vertebral bone

Grade 5 Radiographic fusion: The bone in the fusion area is more dense and mature than achieved at surgery. Optimally
there is no interface between the donor bone and the vertebral bone; however, a sclerotic line between the graft
and the vertebral bone indicates fusion. Other signs of solid fusion include mature bony trabeculae bridging the
fusion area, resorption of anterior vertebral traction spur, anterior progression of the graft within the disk space,
fusion of facet joints, the “ring” phenomenon on CT, or 3D imaging evidence

Lenke posterior fusion grades21 (2% of articles)
Grade A Solid trabeculated transverse process and facet fusions bilaterally
Grade B Thick fusion mass on one side. Difficult to visualize on the other side
Grade C Suspected lucency or defect in the fusion mass
Grade D Definite resorption of graft with fatigue of instrumentation

*3D5 3-dimensional, CT5 computed tomography, IF5 interbody fusion.
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systems for all observers. The intra-
observer evaluation correlation of 3
observers was 0.602, 0.789, and 0.505
between the Lenke and Bridwell classi-
fications; 0.639, 0.825, and 0.535
between the Lenke and Bratingan-
Steffee-Fraser (BSF) classifications;
and 0.685, 0.825, and 0.026 between
the Bridwell and BSF classifications29

(see Table II for a description of
the classifications). Reported interob-
server agreement for the descriptive
criteria was usually strong or almost
perfect22,23,25-29. Interobserver agree-
ment for the classifications was report-
ed poor by one study and good by
another29.

Accuracy
In both human accuracy studies, IF was
combinedwithPLF22,24. In the studyby
Carreon et al., IF was tested separately
during surgical exploration after removal
of the posterior instrumentation22. In
the animal study, a 3-level IF procedure
was performed with supplemental
anterior fixation in twelve 3-month-old
female Danish Landrace pigs. Image-
based findings were compared with
histology instead of surgical explora-
tion23. Quantitative accuracy measures
are summarized in Table V. Agreement
between the image-based analysis and
surgical exploration ranged from61% to
89%. Radiolucency and the BSF classi-
fication were the most accurate predic-
tors of pseudoarthrosis.

Discussion
The first part of this systematic review
analyzed circulating image-based IF
definitions and assessment methods.
An enormous variation in both the
definition and assessment methodol-
ogy of IF was found. There were 18
different definitions of IF and more
than 250 combinations of criteria and
classifications that showed very little
repetition. These findings are similar
to our previous review on posterolateral
fusion assessment30 and confirm
the lack of consensus that was described
earlier5,8,31. Somehow attempts at
standardization of IF assessment
have mainly focused on imaging
modalities5,7,11,32, but this review also
shows substantial variation exists in
fusion criteria/classifications that war-
rant attention. The influence of fusion
criteria and classifications on reported
fusion rates is demonstrated by various
articles in this review33-36. For example,
Isaacs et al. showed fusion rates ranging
from 74% to 100%, depending on the
criteria used35. Another study showed
the same for different fusion classifica-
tions, where fusion rates ranged from
43% to 79%29. As a consequence,
comparing fusion rates between IF
studies is currently almost impossible,
even when the same imaging modality
is used. This means that the scientific
impact of most studies is low, and
comparison of techniques can only be
performed in a series of comparative

trials where consensus on assessment
has been achieved.

Descriptive criteriaweremore used
throughout the literature than classifi-
cations. Themost common criteria were
continuity of bony bridging, radiolu-
cency around the cage, and angular
motion less than 5°. Diagnostic relia-
bility and accuracy studies were scarce
and covered only a subset of criteria.
None of the reliability or accuracy
studies assessed criteria for dynamic
instability. The other validated criteria
demonstrated strong interobserver
agreement for most imaging modalities.
However, the accuracy of these criteria
remains unknown because accuracy
studies were too limited in number and
too heterogenous for generalizable
conclusions.

The lack of accuracy studies to
confirm the real presence of a solid, bony
fusion presents a significant challenge in
the development of a relevant and
accurate image-based fusion assessment.
Many valuable insights are available
frompreclinical research and constraints
of imaging techniques that can help
standardize fusion assessment9,10.
Unfortunately, these tend to be ne-
glected in current literature5,7,11. For
example, preclinical IF models show
that the fusion mass forms at a variable
rate and is irregular until it is matured10.
These findings suggest pseudoarthrosis
ismore likely detected by 3-dimensional
imaging, such as CT scans, than by

TABLE III Study Characteristics Reliability and Accuracy Studies*

Author Year Participants (Segments) Study Design Cages Imaging Modality

Reliability
Fujibayashi et al.22 2012 76 (93) Retrospective Metallic CT, dynamic radiographs
Kröner et al.23 2006 47 (49) Prospective Polymer MRI
Shah et al.24 2003 53 (156) Prospective Metallic CR, CT
Slosar et al.25 2015 33 (56) Prospective Polymer CT
Soriano Sánchez et al.26 2020 50 (90) RCT Unclear CT

Reliability and accuracy
Carreon et al.27 2008 49 (69) Unclear Metallic CT
Fogel et al.28 2008 90 (172) Retrospective Polymer CR, CT
Zhou et al.29 2015 12 (36) Prospective† Tantalum CR, MRI

*CR5 conventional radiograph, CT5 computed tomography, and MRI5magnetic resonance imaging.
†Animal study
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TABLE IV Reliability of Descriptive Fusion Criteria and Fusion Classifications*

Reliability Modality Fusion Rate (%) Prevalence Criterium (%)† Interobserver Variability (k)

Continuity of bony bridging
Disk space CT27 0.25
In cage CR24 4 0.74

CT24 95/96 0.85

MRI23 88 88/84 0.88

External to cage CR24 88/92 0.86

CT24 7/8 0.82

Between cages MRI23 88 86 1.00
Lateral 57 0.88
Anterior 52/51 0.86
Posterior 85/80 0.84

Radiolucency
Around the cage CR24,29 2029 0.81

3/124 0.66

CT24,25 80/91 2/425 0.96

6/424 0.74

MRI T129 30 0.88

MRI T229 23 0.88

Signs of (non)union
Trabecular bone CT25 80/91 96/100 0.96
Anterior sentinel sign CT27 0.34

CT25 80/91 48/70 0.77

Posterior sentinel sign CT27 0.23
Cystic lesions CT22,25 80/91 4/525 0.95

75 1722 0.86

Other
HU value CT26 0.862-0.943‡
Combined criteria§ Dynamic x-ray/CT22 0.83

Classifications
Lenke CT26 79/67 0.248-0.315‡
Grade A 40/18
Grade B 48/49
Grade C 10/28
Grade D 2/6
Bridwell CT26 43 0.246-0.346‡
Grade I 22/29/8
Grade II 0/16/56
Grade III 63/22/26
Grade IV 14/33/11
BSF CR28 87 98.6%{

CT26,28 7926, 7728 0.197-0.32926‡

Grade 3 CR28 87

CT26,28 7728

27/31/2926

Grade 2 CR28 12

CT26,28 1728

59/43/4926

Grade 1 CR28 2

CT26,28 228

14/26/2226

*BSF5 Brantigan-Steffee-Fraser, CR5 conventional radiograph, CT5 computed tomography, HU5 Hounsfield unit, MRI5magnetic resonance imaging.
†Percentage of the radiologic criterium was detected in the population. Results reported separate for multiple observers in case available.
‡Interobserver evaluation correlation.
§CT-based criteria: continuity of bony bridging, absence of radiolucency around the cage or screws. Dynamic radiograph criteria:,4° of motion.
{Agreement between observers.
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2-dimensional (2D) imaging. This is
supported by the typically higher 2D
radiographic fusion rates compared with
CT-based fusion rates for the same
populations34,37.

In our opinion, angular motion or
other parameters of dynamic instability
are currently the least suitable for IF
assessment because IF is commonly
combined with supplemental fixation
thatwill influencemobility.Moreover, a
cadaver study that compared controlled
movement with radiographic measure-
ments suggested false-positive and false-
negative rates are high for dynamic
instability measures38. We found no
accuracy studies to prove otherwise.
Currently, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) still heavily relies
on dynamic stability criteria based on
their guidance documents for Investi-
gational Device Exemption application
for spinal systems39. Apart from conti-
nuity of bony bridging, the FDA defines
fusion as the absence of translational
motion (.3 mm) and angular motion
(.5°)39.

Recommendations
This systematic review shows the need
for a straightforward, reproducible, and
accuratemethod to assess IF. Although a
multimodality approach as suggested by
Choudhri et al. may still be useful for

clinical practice, researchers should aim
for a single–modality-based assessment,
not dependent on additional fixation, to
prevent unwanted variation between
studies. Continuity of bony bridging in
the disk space based on the CT scan
seems most appropriate, although its
superiority could not be inequivocally
demonstrated in this systematic review.
Continuity of bony bridging is the only
criterion directly related to the fusion
status. In most reliability studies, the
interobserver reliability for CT-based
continuity of bony bridging was sub-
stantial to almost perfect. Although the
positive predictive value for fusion
detection was suboptimal (57%), the
detection of pseudoarthrosis was rela-
tively accurate (90%)22. Among the
commonly used imaging modalities,
the CT scan seemed to overestimate the
fusion rate the least33,35,40. Therefore, it
is already commonly used as a last resort
when pseudoarthrosis is suspected but
could not be detected by other imaging
techniques37,41.

Some limitations of this system-
atic review should be noted. The full
text of many non–English-language
articles could not be retrieved, resulting
in the inclusion of mostly English-
language articles. Furthermore, only a
very limited number of accuracy and
reliability studies could be found in

search 2. The included clinical accuracy
studies were performed among a sub-
population in need of revision surgery.
Therefore, the reported resultsmay not be
representative for the full IF population.

Future Research
Future research should focus on the
development of reliable and accurate
fusion classifications to guide CT-
based assessment of the bony bridge.
Potentially multiple classifications are
needed depending on the cage design.
For instance, the use of porous titanium
implants especially without a lumen
presents new challenges for assessing
fusion because the classic bone bridge
will not develop42. Currently, image-
based determination of fusion status in
human trials is imperfect. Surgical
exploration of all cases in a prospective
(randomized) trial is however highly
unethical. Improved image quality and
resolution of CT scans are the most
promising strategies to replace surgical
exploration as the gold standard.
Photon-counting detector CT is an
existing new development that can
provide high-quality, ultra–high-reso-
lution images43,44. However, this
technique is still relatively new, and the
accuracy of this technique to assess IF is
yet to be determined. Thoroughly val-
idating improved imaging techniques

TABLE V Accuracy of IF Criteria and Classifications*

Criterium Modality Sens Spec PPV NPV LR1 LR2 Prev Acc

Continuity of bony bridging
Disk space CT27 0.93 0.46 0.57 0.90 1.73 0.14 0.435 0.67

Radiolucency
Around cage CR29 0.79 0.92 0.92 0.79 22.4 0.34 0.364 0.82

MRI T129 0.85 0.80 0.80 0.85 7.5 0.46 0.364 0.83

MRI T229 0.57 0.87 0.87 0.80 12.1 0.49 0.364 0.82

Signs of union
Anterior sentinel sign CT27 0.20 0.92 0.66 0.60 2.5 0.9 0.435 0.61
Posterior sentinel sign CT27 0.67 0.79 0.71 0.76 3.2 0.4 0.435 0.74

Classifications
BSF CR28 0.9 0.89 0.19 1.0 7.8 0.1 0.023 0.89

CT28 0.9 0.85 0.23 1.0 6.2 0.1 0.023 0.86

*Acc5 accuracydefinedas rate consistentwith surgical exploration, BSF5Brantigan-Steffee-Fraser, IF5 interbody fusion, LR25negative likelihood
ratio, LR15 positive likelihood ratio, NPV5 negative predictive value, PPV5 positive predictive value, Prev5 prevalence defined as rate of
pseudoarthrosis, Sens5 sensitivity, and Specs5 specificity.
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to substitute surgical exploration are of
utmost importance to improve and
standardize image-based fusion assess-
ment. Large animal IF models and
postmortem studies should be used to
test the diagnostic accuracy of fusion
classifications using improved imag-
ing techniques, for both innovative
and standard implants, comparedwith
manual palpation and histologic
assessment45.
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